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Abstract. Designing and sharing Open Educational Resources (OERs) requires teachers to develop new competences, in particular with digital resources. In this paper, the case of a language resource production group is introduced. Due to the centrality of the OERs in their collective activity, I show that the documents they produce are essential to the group’s work. The theoretical framework of the Documentational Approach (DA) is used in order to analyse their design of resources, the development of their resource system, and how it is linked with professional development.
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1. Introduction

The availability of OERs has introduced drastic changes in education (European Commission, 2013) regarding both the nature of resources and teachers’ interactions with such resources, as users as well as designers. Designing and using an OER, in particular OERs like lesson plans incorporating the use of software, requires new competences. Using OERs is likely to contribute to teachers’ professional development and more specifically the development of new practices with digital resources. Collective teacher work can support this integration. The example of lesson studies in Japan (Miyakawa & Winsløw, 2009) highlights the benefits of collective work (construction of a lesson) for professional development. In this paper, the aim is to analyse how collective designing of OERs, and exchanging such resources on a distant platform can contribute to teachers’ professional development. The elements presented are the results of an ongoing study on language teachers; members of a group supported by the regional local authorities.
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2. **Theoretical framework**

To conduct the analysis, the theoretical framework of the DA (Gueudet & Trouche, 2009) is used. This approach has been developed to study the interactions between teachers and resources; when using these resources, teachers develop schemes of use (Vergnaud, 1998). The mixed entity composed of resources and schemes of use is called a document.

The scheme is a stable structure associated with an aim of the activity, comprising several components, in particular Operational Invariants (OIs). The OIs are divided in theorem-in-action, considered as true by the subject when he/she acts, or concept-in-action, and considered as relevant to categorise and select information. The OIs are interpreted as professional knowledge.

Gueudet and Trouche (2009) argue that resources influence the teacher’s activity (instrumentation, i.e. the modification of the subject’s schemes of action). The teacher acts on his/her resources in return by adapting them (instrumentalisation, i.e. the creation of new functions of the artifact by the subject) during documentational genesis to generate a document. Teachers develop resources and document systems. Their professional development is directly linked with the development of these systems. In this paper, the following research questions are addressed:

- Do the members’ group really integrate the resources of the community in their own resources’ system?
- Do their participation in the group make their OIs evolve?

3. **Data collection methods and analysis**

The group of pedagogical integration of the uses of digital technology (GIPUN) is the name of the collective followed. The group is composed of seven language teachers (four English, two Spanish, and one German teacher). The collective concentrates part of its activity on designing resources for a platform named CARTOUN. The latter offers a collaborative geo-positioning service listing pedagogical activities designed and uploaded by teachers and for teachers in Brittany.

The data introduced is extracted from the annual meeting of the group. They use a mailing list during the rest of the year for their exchanges. The study is based on a qualitative methodology. Observed, in particular, is how resources are
designed by the members. I do not interact with the members during their work. The audio of the exchanges is recorded and reduced into a synopsis. From there some specific episodes are selected which can illustrate the work of the members on their documents. Finally, these episodes are transcribed in order to identify OIs in members’ speeches.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Introduction of a new resource into the community resources’ system

The group has an activity devoted to technological watch focussed on digital resources. This activity leads the members to discover and experiment with new resources. During the meeting, the group facilitator and English teacher (with 14 years teaching experience) presents the BRNE (digital library for schools). This database currently offers resources in English and German to help teachers set up differentiated pathways in class. Following a presentation, the group facilitator asks the members to test this new resource and to provide some feedback by producing an activity document on CARTOUN.

To conduct the analysis, elements in the members’ accounts on the possibilities of compatibility of the BRNE with their resources are identified. The time constraint associated with the discovery of new resources is mentioned in the discussion by one of the members. A member explains about her work that “it’s more time consuming when I use an unfamiliar digital tool I need to test […]. I needed at least 2 hours of personal involvement”. From this extract, the following OI (theorem-in-action) is inferred: “discovering a new digital tool takes time”. Another member highlights her interest in the resource as it allows differentiation: “It's good to help those who do not get there, it always saddens me to see those who are bored”. The following OIs are defined in this regard: “the weaker students are bored in class if something specific is not prepared for them”. These examples suggest that the BRNE is a resource whose appropriation is time-consuming and facilitates the implementation of differentiation in the classroom. These first elements do not seem to contradict the members’ OIs. Therefore, I assume that the resource can be introduced into an individual member’s resource system.
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4.2. Discussing new aims: a way to help OIs evolve

After having worked on the design of resources, the members wish to support their management in order to favour its appropriation and dissemination. To do this, they move towards setting up what they call ‘functional help’. When a teacher designs the document, he/she inputs the information he/she judges necessary for the implementation of the session/sequence. This suggests that a teacher who is not a member of the group but only a user of the documents must have a certain amount of knowledge, notably on technological resources, to master this resource. However, the teachers’ knowledge outside the community is not necessarily the same as the members’ group knowledge. That’s why the latter want to facilitate the users’ appropriation of these resources. Another English teacher, with teaching experience of more than seven years, points out this difficulty and starts the discussion. She has already animated webinars. Also, she is familiar with questions on ownership, explaining that “doing basic training on Audacity, Plickers, and Windows Movie Maker would not be a bad idea”. She also says that it is “crucial that those who present their successful project also discuss their difficulties”. From these examples, two OIs are inferred. The first is that it is necessary to ensure basic knowledge of softwares. The second highlights that the difficulties encountered in the design and/or implementation must be shared. It can be assumed that sharing this knowledge will have two effects on the teachers’ work. Firstly, the discussion about resources should lead to transformation/modification of the document forms (instrumentalisation) by the members trying to incorporate these new points. Secondly, in these exchanges, the teacher brings elements of her professional knowledge that could change the members’ interactions with their resources by modifying their design work. She is likely to influence the development of the document systems of all members.

5. Conclusion

In this paper the aim was to show how collective work with OERs can contribute to evolutions in the resources and document systems of teachers and to their professional development. Analysing the data collected, this study shows that a new resource is integrated into the resource’s system if this resource is compatible with one of the teacher’s OIs. Also, OIs, as elements of knowledge, are likely to evolve during the discussion between members in a collective. Teachers’ OIs will be studied over a long period in order to analyse the central role of the
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documents in the resources’ system of the community. These documents allow the double process of instrumentation-instrumentalisation that supports professional development (Gueudet & Trouche, 2009).
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